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Our Science requires that we continue to advance
our computational capability over the next decade
on the roadmap to Exascale.
Since clock-rate scaling ended in 2003, HPC
performance has been achieved through increased
parallelism. Jaguar scaled to 300,000 cores.

Jaguar: 2.3 PF
Multi-core CPU
2010 7 MW
2013

Titan and beyond deliver hierarchical parallelism with
very powerful nodes. MPI plus thread level parallelism
through OpenACC or OpenMP plus vectors

Summit: 5-10x Titan
Hybrid GPU/CPU
10 MW

Titan: 27 PF
Hybrid GPU/CPU
9 MW
2017

CORAL System

2022

OLCF5: 5-10x Summit
~20 MW

Power is THE problem

New Era of Change
• The ecosystem of HPC &
scientific computing matured in
an era of exponential scaling of
CMOS processor technology
• Some of this ecosystem is
adjusting now to use more
power-efficient architectures
• HPC Ecosystem change may
continue for some time

Power consumption of 2.3 PF (Peak) Jaguar:
7 megawatts, equivalent to that of a small city (5,000 homes)

• We should identify challenges
and manage changes together

Overview
• Overview of architectural paths for high-end HPC
• Discussion of programming modern, energy efficient HPC
• Lessons learned from Center for Accelerated Application
Readiness (CAAR)
• Architecture and Performance Portability
– Synergy among application readiness programs at NERSC, ALCF,
and OLCF

• A few comments on other equally important topics..

Two Architecture Paths for
Today and Future Leadership Systems
Power concerns for large supercomputers are driving the largest
systems to either Hybrid or Many-core architectures
Hybrid Multi-Core (like Titan, Summit
Sierra)
• CPU / GPU hybrid systems
• Likely to have multiple CPUs and GPUs
per node
• Small number of very powerful nodes
• Expect data movement issues to be
much easier than previous systems –
coherent shared memory within a node
• Multiple levels of memory – on package,
DDR, and non-volatile

Many Core (like Sequoia, Mira, Cori,
Aurora)
• 10’s of thousands of nodes with millions
of cores
• Homogeneous cores
• Multiple levels of memory – on package,
DDR, and non-volatile
• Unlike prior generations, future products
are likely to be self hosted

ASCR Computing Upgrades At a Glance
NERSC
Now

OLCF
Now

ALCF
Now

NERSC Upgrade

OLCF Upgrade

Edison

TITAN

MIRA

Cori
2016

Summit
2017-2018

Theta
2016

Aurora
2018-2019

System peak (PF)

2.6

27

10

> 30

150

>8.5

180

Peak Power (MW)

2

9

4.8

< 3.7

10

1.7
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> 1.74 PB DDR4 +
HBM + 2.8 PB
persistent memory

>480 TB DDR4 +
High Bandwidth
Memory (HBM)

> 7 PB High Bandwidth
On-Package Memory
Local Memory and
Persistent Memory

System attributes
Planned Installation

ALCF Upgrades

357 TB

710TB

768TB

~1 PB DDR4 + High
Bandwidth Memory
(HBM)+1.5PB
persistent memory

0.460

1.452

0.204

>3

> 40

>3

> 17 times Mira

Intel Ivy
Bridge

AMD
Opteron
Nvidia
Kepler

64-bit
PowerPC
A2

Intel Knights Landing
many core CPUs
Intel Haswell CPU in
data partition

Multiple IBM
Power9 CPUs &
multiple Nvidia
Voltas GPUS

Intel Knights Landing
Xeon Phi many core
CPUs

Knights Hill Xeon Phi
many core CPUs

System size (nodes)

5,600
nodes

18,688
nodes

49,152

9,300 nodes
1,900 nodes in data
partition

~3,500 nodes

>2,500 nodes

>50,000 nodes

System Interconnect

Aries

Gemini

5D Torus

Aries

Dual Rail
EDR-IB

Aries

2nd Generation Intel
Omni-Path Architecture

7.6 PB
168 GB/s,
Lustre®

32 PB
1 TB/s,
Lustre®

26 PB
300 GB/s
GPFS™

28 PB
744 GB/s
Lustre®

120 PB
1 TB/s
GPFS™

10PB, 210 GB/s
Lustre initial

150 PB
1 TB/s
Lustre®

Total system memory

Node performance (TF)

Node processors

File System

3 Ways to Program Modern
Energy-Efficient Architectures
Applications
Programming
Languages

Libraries

Directives
OpenMP
OpenACC

(FORTRAN, C, CUDA,
OpenCL, PGAS, etc.)

“Drop-in”
Acceleration

Incremental, Enhanced
Portability

Maximum
Flexibility

Center for Accelerated Application
Readiness (CAAR)
• We created CAAR as part of the Titan project to help prepare
applications for accelerated architectures
• Goals:
– Work with code teams to develop and implement strategies for
exposing hierarchical parallelism for our users applications
– Maintain code portability across modern architectures
– Learn from and share our results

• We selected applications from across different science
domains and algorithmic motifs

Application Readiness Teams
• A team was formed for each of the application teams
– Lead Researcher/Developers
– Member of ORNL SCICOMP group
– Member of the Cray Center of Excellence at ORNL
• Leverage the software engineers at Cray and NVIDIA

• Application teams choose their method for managing offload to the
accelerator
– WL-LSMS

Library based computation and CUDA

– LAMMPS
– S3D

CUDA
All OpenACC

– CAM/SE

CUDA Fortran and OpenACC

– DENOVO

C++ Meta Programming Templates with CUDA
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CAAR for Titan Lessons Learned
• Begin with a science goal in order to focus the effort.
• Up to 1-3 person-years required to port each code
– Takes work, but an unavoidable step required for exascale
– Pays off for homogeneous systems—ported codes often 2X faster CPU-only

• An estimated 70-80% of developer time is spent in code restructuring,
regardless of whether using CUDA, OpenCL, OpenACC, …
• Each code team must make its own choice of using languages, libraries,
and directives based on their specific case—may be different conclusion
for each code
• Science codes are under active development—porting to GPU can be
pursuing a “moving target,” challenging to manage
W. Joubert, “Accelerated Application Development: The ORNL
Titan Experience,” Comput. Electr. Eng. (accepted, 2015)

Application Power Efficiency of the Cray XK7
WL-LSMS for CPU-only and Accelerated Computing

Power consumption traces for identical WL-LSMS runs
with 1024 Fe atoms on 18,561 Titan nodes (99% of Titan)

• Runtime Is 8.6X faster for the accelerated code
• Energy consumed Is 7.3X less
o GPU accelerated code consumed 3,500 kW-hr
o CPU only code consumed 25,700 kW-hr

Broader Utility of Porting to Accelerators
1. Better understand your code’s challenges for many-core
architectures
2. Often refactor the algorithms themselves
– More FLOPS, with less data movement and fewer dependencies

3. Change the way you thread
– Higher-level hoisting of OpenMP to allow more parallelism
– More data-independent work, more FLOPS
– Better staging through cache, less data in cache (less thrashing)

4. Changes incorporated into CPU code result in faster CPU
code
– This changes perspective on code refactoring cost-benefit analysis.
14

Why choose high-level directives?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Preserve serial code
Incremental programming reduces risk and cost
Portability: Do not commit to a hardware platform-specific dialect
Use a standardized approach
Focus on specifying the parallelism, not its implementation

6.
7.
8.
9.

Does not require changing the coding base language
Avoids mixing languages and can use libraries
Allows maintenance of a unique source code
Do not create dependencies on a runtime library

10. Ease interaction between application and compilers/tools

Canonical MPI + OpenMP + OpenACC Approach
Porting – OpenMP

Porting – OpenACC

• Express existing loop parallelism
with OpenMP directives

• Identify candidate loops for
acceleration

• Port to OpenMP before
OpenACC

• Add OpenACC directives

– OpenACC can reuse most of the
OpenMP scoping

• Modify loops to expose more of
underlying parallelism

• Optimize Kernels
– Check for proper vectorization

• Optimize accelerator-host data
motion
– Perform bottom-up, hierarchical
data optimization

Ref: Aaron Vose, GTC2015

Examples of LCF codes on Titan using OpenACC
Code Name

Project Pi

Application Area

Method

S3D (Sandia)

Jackie Chen (SNL)

Turbulent Combustion

Direct Numerical
Simulation (DNS)

CAM-SE

Mark Taylor (SNL)

Atmospheric Dynamics

Spectral Elements

TACOMA

Brian Mitchell (GE)

Turbo machinery

Large Eddy Simulation
(LES)

HIPSTAR-G

Vittorio Michalassi (GE)

Turbo machinery

DNS

LESLIE

Vaidya Sankaran (UTRC)

Multiphase flows,
combustion

LES

FINE/Turbo

Ravi Srinivasan (Dresser-Rand)

Turbo machinery

LES

Hydra

Luigi Capone (Rolls-Royce)

Turbo machinery

LES

LS-Dalton

Paul Jorgenson, (Aarhus U.)

Quantum Chemistry

CCSD(T)

Industrial Partnerships:

Accelerating Competitiveness through Computational Sciences
Number of OLCF Industry Projects
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OLCF Training Program
Early career"

intro topics + traditional classroom-style

e.g.: monthly user calls, tools workshops

App Teams"

hands-on + application readiness

e.g.: hackathons

Mid-career"

advanced topics + remote broadcast

e.g.: modern fortran, compiler webcasts !

Special Topics"

current topics + scientific domains

e.g.: data intensive computing workshop

OLCF GPU Hackathons
10.2014"

04.2015"

Application teams get dedicated
assistance from 2 mentors during week.

teams"

Centers increase application
readiness from current and
future users.

07.2015"

partners"

Hackathon"
Outcomes"

centers"

10.2015"

Partners benefit from direct user
interaction.
Allinea, Cray, Mentor Graphics, NVIDIA, PGI,
NCSA, CSCS, OLCF, standards-bodies

tools"
Tools are improved through live
bug identification and tool
developer observation

Architecture and Performance Portability

ApplicaDon	
  portability	
  among	
  
NERSC,	
  ALCF	
  and	
  OLCF	
  
architectures	
  is	
  criDcal	
  concern	
  
• Applica/on	
  developers	
  target	
  
wide	
  range	
  of	
  architectures	
  
• Maintaining	
  mul/ple	
  code	
  version	
  
is	
  diﬃcult	
  
• Por/ng	
  to	
  diﬀerent	
  architectures	
  
is	
  /me-‐consuming	
  
• Many	
  Principal	
  Inves/gators	
  have	
  
alloca/ons	
  on	
  mul/ple	
  resources	
  
• Applica/ons	
  far	
  outlive	
  any	
  
computer	
  system	
  

Improve	
  data	
  locality	
  and	
  thread	
  parallelism	
  

• GPU	
  or	
  many-‐core	
  op/miza/ons	
  improve	
  performance	
  on	
  all	
  
architectures	
  
• Exposed	
  ﬁne	
  grain	
  parallelism	
  transi/ons	
  more	
  easily	
  between	
  
architectures	
  
• Data	
  locality	
  op/mized	
  code	
  design	
  also	
  improves	
  portability	
  

Use	
  portable	
  libraries	
  
• Library	
  developers	
  deal	
  with	
  portability	
  challenges	
  
• Many	
  libraries	
  are	
  DOE	
  supported	
  

MPI+OpenMP	
  4.0	
  could	
  emerge	
  as	
  common	
  programming	
  model	
  
• Signiﬁcant	
  work	
  is	
  s/ll	
  necessary	
  
• All	
  ASCR	
  centers	
  are	
  on	
  the	
  OpenMP	
  standards	
  commiIee	
  

Encourage	
  portable	
  and	
  ﬂexible	
  soAware	
  development	
  
• Use	
  open	
  and	
  portable	
  programming	
  models	
  
• Avoid	
  architecture	
  speciﬁc	
  models	
  such	
  as	
  Intel	
  TBB,	
  NVIDIA	
  CUDA	
  
• Use	
  good	
  coding	
  prac/ces:	
  parameterized	
  threading,	
  ﬂexible	
  data	
  
structure	
  alloca/on,	
  task	
  load	
  balancing,	
  etc.	
  

A few more comments…
• Parallel I/O is necessary for all codes with exascale ambitions, especially
with the introduction of NVRAM/Burst Buffers
– Management of massive data output will be imperative

• Fault tolerant applications have been discussed within some communities.
But fault tolerant applications remain more or less theoretical until the
frequency of faults increases significantly in practice.
• Exascale will bring to the forefront the discussion of different scaling
strategies
– Strong scaling, to be maximized first
– Weak scaling
– Ensemble scaling to maximize the scientific output

• Workflow management will gate time-to-solution for many applications

PanDA Workflow Manager Integrates LHC/ATLAS
Science with Titan
• Researchers with the ATLAS experiment in Europe have been
integrating its scheduling and analysis tool, PanDa, with Titan.
• Global PanDA workflow includes 1.8 million jobs each day
distributed among 100 or so computing centers spread across
the globe.
• PanDA’s ability to efficiently match available computing time
with high-priority tasks holds great promise for Titan.
• Team developers redesigned parts of the PanDA system on
Titan responsible for job submission on remote sites and gave
PanDA new capability to collect information about unused
worker nodes on Titan.
• Deployment of the tool could lead to a higher utilization of
available hours on Titan.
– Three day test in July 2014 increased Titan utilization by
2.5%.

PanDA manages all of ATLAS’s
data tasks from a server
located at CERN, the
European Organization for
Nuclear Research.
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